Introduction
In the Titan project we tried to apply a new approach to prototyping mobile robots by choosing tools which are commonly used by leading aerospace manufacturers and many other industries. We have gained substantial experience when using the LabVIEW real-time programming environment coupled with the industrialquality data acquisition cards, both made by National Instruments. The methodology of virtual instruments (VI) software tools combined with the graphical programming environment was found to be very efficient for interactive cycles of design and testing which are at the core of robotics prototyping.
Figure 1 Titan 4WD outdoor mobile robot
Titan is a four-wheel drive outdoor mobile robot which we have developed during the last 3 years. The Titan platform has a unique floating Ackerman steering system [Pagett, 19961. The robot is equipped with a custom [Kay L. (NZ) 19991 built CTFM (Continuous Transmission Frequency Modulation) sonar which continuously transmits chirps with a linearly decreasing frequency (1OOkHz to 50 kHz at 100 msec duration). The transmitter is a 20 cell phase array while the receiver consists of 4 single cells located on the 4 surfaces of a shallow pyramid.
Navigation is achieved using landmark recognition derived from feature extraction analysis in the frequency Figure 2 Recognition based navigation is similar to the strategy performed by a light aircraft flying from one landmark to the next one. The pilot recognizes the landmark, assesses the error and corrects the navigation.
The robot's basic navigation mode is to follow a sequence of legs whose parameters (distances, magnetic bearings and turning radiuses) are obtained from look-up table style navigation map. At the start of each leg, the robot scans the expected landmark area. Upon recognition, the robot calculates the location error with respect to the landmark and corrects the navigation map. Good motion control is important to the navigation success. If the open loop motion results in large location errors (over 0.5 meter in landmark range), the chance for reliable recognition is adversely diminished.
The terrain in the farm is quite rough. Simple proportional control based on emulating the joy stick steering commands which worked well on the flat bitumen in the car park was not adequate at the farm. The floating Ackerman steering system does not have the resistance of a gear box, like in car steering, which make it sensitive to back-driven disturbances (like crops edges).
We are using a KVH Digital Gyro Compass which was originally design for yachts auto-pilots. Titan's rate of tum can be much faster than a yacht and hence the real-time difficulties of using it to control the magnetic bearing especially at the transitions between the legs.
Vehicle kinematics
Titan's unique kinematics and dynamics are discussed (using Matlab and Simulink models) in [Ratner & McKerrow, l999] . The unique steering system enables to achieve differential steering without skidding. The floating Ackerman steering is an hybrid between free caster wheels and the common car steering. The steering has an amount of built-in castering effect, and since no motor is driving it, the only damping is generated by the tires friction with the ground during tuming. Unlike the strict car steering, Titan's may be described as "soft steering" since the tuming is the result of the robot's differential velocity. 
Robot's controllers
The motion control is comprised of 3 PID VI'S controllers (velocity control, bearing control and steering control) plus distance controller VI, tum controller VI and radius controller VI. During the navigation, the distance controller issues velocity commands with soft start and stop based on constant acceleratioddeceleration formula (Velocity=Sqr(2*Deceleration*Distance). This gradual velocity profile is also linked to the PID clamp of the bearing controller to prevent the ramping up of the integral components. The same idea was implemented later in the tum control and radius control. The tight bearing control along the legs caused angular overshoot during tums as depicted in the upper part of Figure 5 . The problem was solved (bottom part of Figure 5 ) by introducing feed forward tum control based on the encoders data. LabVIEW implementation for the navigation program (top). The program follows a sequence of legs using set of distances and magnetic bearings from a look up table (bottomAeft). The table also provides a flag telling the program if the leg starts with a landmark which needs to be scanned and recognized or it is only an extra bridging leg to be traveled. There is a separation between motion sessions and recognition sessions. At the start of each leg, the program opens the 8 VIS responsible for the motion control. The 8 VIS are closed at the end of each leg. The only two VIS which are continuously running are the map VI and the data recorder VI (bottomhight -records 25 global parametersand found to be essential for analyzing the results of the experiment). After the 8 motion control VIS are opened, a distance control VI starts to control the velocity as a function of the traveled distance. The recognition session includes angular scanning of the area for an expected landmark with 51 steps of 1 degree. Each landmark is represented with a "personal signature" in the frequency domain. We call this "signature" an Acoustic Density Profile (ADP). The ADP retains the features which reflect the complex geometry of the landmark and its substance. Processing the data from the 51 "signatures" includes statistical signal processing for spectrum estimation and removing dummy signatures by thresholding techniques. The recognition and relocation of the robot is achieved by comparing the "landmark signature" to the 5 1 scanned "signatures". The relocation information is used by the program to correct the navigation (new distance and new magnetic bearing) for the next leg.
inclinometer data. The problem here was to avoid arbitrary erroneous data caused by momentary over-load surges on the memory resources. 
Experiments results
Figure 10 shows trajectory results from experiment recorded on a large cricket field. We found the distance control based on "distance to stop" algorithm works well with errors less than 0.25% of leg distance. The bearing control achieved very accurate direction following. The 90 degree tuming angle between consecutive legs has less than 0.5 degree error. As seen from Figure 10 -the error between the planned trajectory to the actual one is very smallaround 0.25 meter after 6 legs 10 meters each. The controllers were also tested at the farm (250 km trip from UOW) and showed good robustness while travelling at constant speed within confine areas fenced with crops and tackling bumpy ground.
Conclusions
Using LabVIEW with an industrial quality data acquisition cards turned to be a very effeienct way for robotics prototyping. Our navigation program manipulates concurrently more than 15 user defined VIS (and many more library defined VIS) -yet it is very modular and transparent.
Our 3 years experience is very positive that such approach is suitable for designing complex mobile robots for research and teaching. During the development we used extensively the feature of LabVIEW portability over the Intemet for technical consultations with NI national and global centers [Ratner & McKerrow,1999] .
